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Introduction 
 

The Hin Nam No National Protected Area (HNN NPA) is officially co-managed by the Lao 

government and the communities living in 19 so-called “guardian villages”, which depend on the 

resources provided by the forest for their livelihoods. HNN is the first protected area in Laos to 

adopt such a model, which is being fine-tuned since its inception in 2009. 

The Co-Management Bylaw has the goal of outlining the setup of this shared governance at village 

level. It complements the Co-Management Plan, a comprehensive guide for the overall 

governance currently in its second iteration (2016-2020). The bylaw was drafted by provincial and 

district authorities in consultation with the communities living around Hin Nam No supported by 

the Agro-Forestry and Development Consultant (AFC) firm, who led consultations at village level 

in 2014. It was formally approved by the District Governor of Boualapha on 7 May 2015. 

The endorsement of the bylaw in 2015 was a major milestone to institutionalize the HNN shared 

governance arrangement. It increased interest and actual participation of villagers in the 

management of the protected area, raising awareness about their role in protecting natural 

resources. Over the past three and a half years, different governmental stakeholders have been 

using the bylaw as a key tool to disseminate the co-management concept. 

At the same time, application of the bylaw in practice also evidenced areas for continued 

development. As the co-management model is being implemented, some arrangements have 

shown to work in the field whilst for others better solutions have been found. This led to the 

inclusion of a revision goal in the GIZ HNN 2018 Operational Plan under Target 2.6: “Improvement/ 

revision process (and partly revision of ToRs) for co-management bylaws (roles and 

responsibilities) elaborated”. To this end, the present report summarizes issues and 

recommendations for an upcoming review. 
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1. Methods and Report Outline 
 

Data-gathering for the development of this study was carried out in July-August 2018, both through 

the review of legal and policy documents and interviews of stakeholders at the provincial and 

district level. 

The current bylaw2 in its English version was used as a base for the document review (consulting 

the Lao, original when needed). It was analyzed in light of five other policy/legal documents that 

capture the overall framework the bylaw is embedded in: the Co-Management Plan 2016-2020; 

the 2003 Law on Local Administration; the 2015 Protected Areas Decree; the May 2018 draft 

Forest Law; and the 2007 Wildlife & Aquatic Law. These documents were deemed essential to 

provide an initial assessment, which might be expanded in further analysis exercises. 

In addition, semi-structured interviews were carried out with twelve stakeholders (list and interview 

guide in Annex 2) to understand the de facto situation in comparison to the normative framework, 

in particular regarding sensitive information and multi-layered decision-making processes. The 

main objective was to understand the successes and bottlenecks of the co-management 

mechanism in order to make concrete suggestions for its enhancement, without ignoring the 

difficulties of the interview method due to cultural and linguistic barriers as well as unconscious 

biases and assumptions. 

This report is divided into two sections: an analysis of the bylaw content that can be perfected in 

a revision process and recommendations for how the revision process might be approached and 

carried out. For reference, an additional annex compares the current bylaw article by article with 

the other above-mentioned documents. 

  

                                                           
2 Style note on the term bylaw: the modern non-hyphenated spelling is favored by dictionaries and adopted in this 
report, in its singular version since it refers to only one regulation. This is not an issue in the Lao language. 
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2. Recommendations on Content 
 

The interviews and normative review highlighted a wealth of challenges faced by the current 

bylaw. This chapter organizes them into eight topics for easy overview: resource use; zoning; 

scope and applicability; co-management at village level and relationship with higher instances; 

monitoring and oversight; sanctions; incentives; and language.  

2.1 Resource Use  

The management of resources is the very essence of a natural resources co-management system 

and should ideally be at its center. In the HNN case, the current bylaw is not completely clear 

about what resources can or cannot be used, and who determines this. The following 

recommendations should be considered in a revision: 

• Wildlife and aquatic resources: Although the bylaw divides the fauna into prohibited, 

management and general categories in alignment with the Wildlife and Aquatic Law, it is 

unclear from where the seasonal authorization for species in the management category 

(hunting only between October 31 and May 30) stems. Interviews indicated that in practice 

seasonal hunting prohibitions are not observed. These seasonal authorizations should 

thus be reviewed to determine the needs and possibilities. The Category List of the Wildlife 

and Aquatic Law should also be attached to the bylaw (it is currently only referenced in a 

somewhat unclear way in art. 4.7). It would also be recommended to explicitly mention that 

the authorized use of wildlife in the management and general categories only relates to 

the CUZ and not to the TPZ, which is currently only implied.  

• NTFPs: Interviewees shared different understandings about what constitutes an NTFP 

and what does not – in particular regarding animal products (such as honey, but also bones 

etc.). Thus, the list presented in the bylaw (vines, roots, tubers, bark, fruit, flowers, rubber, 

oils, honey, mushrooms, parsley plants, small plants and others) should be more detailed 

to avoid confusion. In addition, the bylaw should mention if specific prohibitions/regulations 

of collecting NTFPs in the CUZ exist, since interviewees reported that collecting certain 

orchids, for example, is not permitted in Laos (general lists similar to ones in the Wildlife 

and Aquatic Law are being introduced through the revised Forestry Law). Interviewees 

also specifically suggested endangered NTFPs needing special regulation regarding their 

use and extraction, such as hanging orchids and specific ferns. 

• Timber extraction permissions: Art. 6 of the bylaw broadly references the permission of 

CUZ wood use for household needs and house construction based on the approval of 
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regulations from village authority, district governor and DONRE, and art. 11 reinforces that 

it is illegal to extract timber without permission. Again, it would be recommended to specify 

the procedures necessary to obtain these approvals and clarify who are the authorities 

responsible for granting permissions. 

 

2.2 Zoning 

The use of resources described above is directly interconnected with the zoning in place, for which 

the following recommendations can be made: 

• HNN TPZ: The TPZ boundaries described in the bylaw must be updated, since currently 

only the Nam-Khoum and the Khoun Ka Ang Wildlife Conservation Areas are defined as 

TPZ in art. 4.2 but the TPZ map in the Co-Management Plan 2016-2020 is much larger. 

Further, since art. 5.2 of the bylaw specifically refers to patrolling inside the TPZ, which is 

mentioned in the Protected Areas Decree (art. 19) but finds no specific support in the draft 

Forestry Law (art. 74), the process and authorizations needed for this activity should be 

clarified with authorities and stated in an updated bylaw (more on patrolling in Chapter 

2.4). 

• Zone mismatch: The Seasonal Protected Zone (no resource use between 1 July and 30 

October3) and Tourism Protected Zone described in art. 5 of the bylaw are not mentioned 

in the Forestry Law. It also remains unclear from where the authorization to use resources 

in the seasonal zones and tourism zones is derived, and what the limits of such use would 

be. It would thus be recommended to remove this mention and instead refer to either sub-

zones of CUZ or seasonal protections and tourism activities inside the CUZ (as the TPZ is 

a no-use zone by definition according to art. 74 of the draft Forestry Law). 

• Area of influence: The current bylaw does not address the area surrounding the NPA, 

although that area is an integral component of the sustainable development of HNN. It 

would be advisable to include the guardian village areas within the scope of the bylaws as 

co-management activities such as the establishment of fish conservation zones (in 

Nongseng, Phanob, etc.) and eco-tourism undertakings (for example around Nong Ping) 

occur there. This seems like a good alternative to officially mentioning a buffer zone, which 

is still under discussion at the national level and might take many forms in the future. For 

the establishment of an area of influence, close coordination with other landscape 

                                                           
3 The English translation of the bylaw presents different dates but the Lao version is consistent. 
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management efforts, such as the Integrated Conservation of Biodiversity and Forests 

(ICBF) Project, is recommended to join forces and not duplicate work. 

• Overall clarity about zones: To reduce doubt regarding the exact limits of each zone, it 

would be useful to include maps into the bylaw, with clearly outlined CUZs and TPZs 

incorporating the ongoing fine-tuning and the overlay of CUZ and village lands. To provide 

more clarity to readers a table describing what is prohibited and what is permitted in each 

zone could be included, similar to the non-exhaustive example below: 

Total Protected Zone (TPZ)  

Prohibited: Permitted: 

• Entering the zone without authorization 

from [specify authority] 

• Any activity, such as hunting, NTFP 

collection, logging, camping, and opening 

trails, etc. 

• Etc. 

• Periodic patrolling by rangers and 

governmental officials to ensure no illegal 

activities are occurring 

Controlled Use Zone (CUZ), including where it overlaps with village lands 

Prohibited: Permitted: 

• The carrying and use of axes, knives, 

saws, spades 

• Hunting wildlife and aquatic in Category I 

List 

• Collecting NTFPs in an unsustainable 

manner 

• Etc. 

• Collecting NTFPs (specific dates, species?) 

• Camping without causing damage to the 

forest 

• Hunting species in Category II List with 

special authorization for household 

consumption 

• Hunting species in Category III List in a 

sustainable manner for household 

consumption 

• Logging for household consumption with 

authorization from [specify authority] 

• Etc. 

Area of Influence 

Prohibited: Permitted: 

• Hunting species in Category I List 

• Logging without authorization 

• Etc. 

• Hunting species in Category II List with 

special authorization for household 

consumption 
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• Hunting species in Category III List in a 

sustainable manner for household 

consumption 

• Etc. 

 

2.3 Co-Management at Village Level 

The stakeholder engagement possibilities should be made as clear as conceivable in the bylaw to 

achieve the main aim of the co-management system, which is to involve local communities in the 

administration of HNN. For this, the bylaw currently sets out the institutional framework and 

duration (art. 8.2), rights and duties (art. 9.2) and prohibitions (art. 10) of the VCMC. Nevertheless, 

in practice since the first election of the VCMC members in 2014, few activities have been carried 

out by these committees and villagers have only engaged moderately, in part due to lack of 

engagement opportunities (other possible reasons should be further investigated). Thus, the 

biggest contribution of a bylaw revision possibly lies in bolstering processes that broaden the 

possibility for villagers to discuss and decide specific management issues. The following changes 

to the VCMC stipulations would help structure village participation further and build 

understandings of the different responsibilities held by each stakeholder group: 

• VCMC alignment with village organizational structure: Since the highest body in a Lao 

village is the Village Administration, led by the Village Head, it would be recommended to 

discuss if the VCMC should be incorporated into this organizational structure as one of the 

village functional units (Law on Local Administration, art. 48). 

• VCMC role: The bylaw details the rights and duties of VCMCs, with focus to their role in 

preventing illegal activities inside HNN and awareness-raising of villagers. It would be 

recommended to discuss the expansion of VCMC’s responsibilities to decision-making on 

the management model itself, issues such as the development of sustainable management 

plans for their assigned CUZ area, the development of resource use proposals and 

conservation agreements in the area of influence (for example related to the fish ponds), 

the development of eco-tourism activities, etc. 

• VCMC meeting periodicity: A model is currently being tested by the HNN NPA 

Management Research & Patrolling Unit to increase the frequency and regularity of VCMC 

meetings by tying them to the periodic mixed patrols, scheduled to occur on average every 

six weeks. Village rangers would meet with the village head once before and once after 

going on patrol. The post-patrolling meeting would be the occasion of holding a VCMC 
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meeting open to villagers, both to hear from the rangers about the patrol and to discuss 

other related matters. Depending on the results of the pilot, including these specifications 

in the bylaw is recommended to create routine meeting opportunities. Another option would 

be to couple these meetings with the village administration meetings scheduled to occur 

every month as per the Law on Local Administration (art. 55). 

• VCMC meeting format: Specifics about the meeting format should be added to the bylaw 

to give structure to VCMC meetings. These can include a standard participant list (for 

example, chaired by the VCMC members but open to all villagers and specific association 

representatives, such as the Lao Youth Union and the Lao Women Union) and an agenda 

(for example, including co-management updates, feedback from the District, recent 

patrolling issues, new ideas for management, joint village projects, implementation 

monitoring, creation of sub-units etc.). A similar approach has already been adopted in the 

Law on Local Administration for village administration meetings (art. 55 and 56). 

• VCMC decision-making process: The revised bylaw should clarify the process to be 

followed to take VCMC decisions to create a more standard and predictable flow. Ideally 

the bylaw would explain if the process is consensus-based or what would be the voting 

mechanism, and what participation individual villagers can have other than electing the 

VCMC members. 

• VCMC election: Election cycles should be matched with the new village head voting cycle, 

which in 2015 was changed from 3 to 5 years. More clarity on how voting system works in 

the item referring to duration of mandate will also be useful to align practices. Interviewees 

also suggested that VCMC members should be approved both by villagers and 

governmental authorities, to increase probability of selecting people who are keen on 

respecting the rules themselves. 

• Role of villagers: To empower villagers and increase their participation in the co-

management, the role played by them in establishing rules and monitoring compliance 

should be emphasized. Two areas which would provide for such opportunities are the 

development of management plans for the CUZ area assigned to each village 

(participatory zoning) and the monitoring activities (see Chapter 2.4). 

• Relation to higher instances: Since the structure of Village Cluster Co-Management 

Committees following the Lao Khumban policy (Party Advising Order N. 9/2004) in the 

current bylaw no longer corresponds to the Lao local governance system, a revised bylaw 

must clarify how VCMCs will interact with the DCMC going forward. Two suggestions have 

been formulated by interviewees: a) direct participation of one representative of each 
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village in DCMC meetings, or b) a rotation system in which each village is able to 

participate in at least one DCMC meeting a year. 

2.4 Monitoring and Oversight 

Although monitoring is a cross-scale topic which pertains to many more institutions, the bylaw 

plays an important part in orienting villagers’ participation in monitoring activities. The current 

bylaw gives the VCMC the right to collaborate with the HNN NPA Management to arrest and send 

the violator to the District Level (art. 9.2.1.3), terminate illegal activity and report it to higher 

authority (art. 9.2.1.4), protect against invaders (art. 9.2.2.4) and inspect against illegal access of 

HNN NPA (art. 9.2.2.6). It does not, however, address the role of village rangers and villagers in 

general regarding monitoring and oversight activities. The following recommendations can thus 

be made: 

• Support of villagers in monitoring: The revised bylaw should explicitly mention the 

participation of villagers in monitoring activities. Apart from the duty of acting 

responsibly already established in the bylaw, their authority to observe and inform on 

any wrongdoing related to the HNN NPA could be ratified in the bylaw. 

• Village rangers: Although only mentioned in passing in arts. 4.13, 5.2 and 8.2.3 of the 

bylaw, village rangers are a de facto component of the co-management structure. 

There are presently 116 villagers who have been trained over the years and regularly 

carry out patrols jointly with representatives of the HNN Management Biodiversity 

Research Unit, the Police and the Army, receiving a daily subsistence allowance for 

their services. They thus currently lack an official mandate (apart from a Governmental 

Decision of 4 August 2015). Although 10 of these village rangers will possibly be 

officially appointed as civil servants of the MAF National Parks Division if HNN 

becomes a national park, the issue of lacking institutional embeddedness would 

continue unsolved for the remaining 106 rangers. Two suggestions came up during 

interviews to address this issue in a bylaw revision: 

a. Establish a patrol subgroup/unit within the VCMC. Since village rangers may 

be the vital link to establish a regularity of VCMC meetings (see Chapter 2.3 of 

this report for further details), such a measure would support their standing 

within and outside the village. 

b. Formally place the village rangers in the prospective agriculture and forestry 

sub-unit under the village economic and financial unit, to be created according 
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to the May 2018 Forestry Law draft (art. 133). In this way, it will be officially 

integrated in the Forestry legislative system. 

• Protocols for seizing of resources: Interviewees have highlighted difficulties 

regarding what to do with animals, wood and illegal tools found/seized during 

monitoring activities. Currently the bylaw states dead animals must be burned in the 

presence of VC[C]MC members, and live ones shall be released (art. 14.3). No 

directive is given on logged timber found inside the forest. Since in practice authorities 

are still working out procedures regarding these issues, it would be recommended to 

exclude any related information from the bylaw and leave this to be worked out in 

ranger protocols (which would also permit greater flexibility in case of changes in 

technical approaches). 

 

2.5 Sanctions 

A milestone was achieved in the bylaw by introducing a complex sanction scheme for violations 

that was decided upon by the villagers through a participative consultation process. This is a major 

accomplishment for the ownership of the management at village level, but some issues have been 

observed during implementation over the past three years: 

a) The penalties outlined by the bylaw in art. 14 are somewhat confusing and readers reach 

different conclusions about what the total fine amount should be for the same infraction; 

b) Fines differ from those imposed at national level through the draft Forestry Law and the 

Wildlife and Aquatic Law. Sanctions also don’t seem to be in line with the Penal Law (for 

example, can a violator only be warned at village level for illegally cutting a tree worth less 

than LAK 50,000, considering this is a crime according to Lao law?); 

c) Interviews revealed that in practice sanctions are applied with a fair amount of discretion 

in the villages (often penalties are reduced or negotiated with the violator). In this regard, 

it was highlighted that often villagers do not want to apply any sanction at all to their fellow 

villagers. 

d) Cases that were solved at village level rarely seem to have been accounted for – there is 

no record-keeping of cases, outcomes, fines collected and how the money was distributed 

and used; 

e) It is not clear which matters can be solved at village level and which have to be sent to 

higher authorities. In practice, bigger cases get sent to the provincial level. When cases 

do get sent to the District level, the District has its own set of penalties which it applies 

sometimes in combination with the bylaw sanctions and sometimes on their own. 
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Furthermore, when cases get sent to the Provincial level, the national law is applied and 

the sanctions outlined in the bylaw are disregarded; 

Considering this scenario, recommendations can be made on the following fronts: 

• Removal of sanctions and referral to existing legislation: Instead of having a separate 

list of sanctions in the bylaw, it could be considered to remove the list and instead refer to 

national and district legislation, as is already the case for NTFPs (art. 14.2). 

• Decision-making instances: The bylaw should clearly define which types of cases are to 

be handled within the village, which ones must be sent to the District Level and which ones 

require appraisal by the Provincial Justice System. A suggestion would be to differentiate 

between contraventions and crimes; local, Lao or foreign violator; first-time violator or 

recidivist. 

• Penalties within village: Considering the remoteness of most villages and the 

empowerment goal of the co-management structure, some interviewees mentioned that it 

would be desirable if most violation cases could be solved within the village (as hard as 

this might be considering issue c. above). In this case, instead of setting up a parallel 

system of fines and punishments, stakeholders could work with the existing national/district 

fining framework and adapting it to village reality (for e.g., convert part of the fine into 

community service or the attendance of meetings with rangers to study rules and 

regulations). Another avenue to be explored is the official involvement of the Khana Kai 

Kia (village conflict resolution committees), although some interviewees pointed out that 

these committees usually look for a way to reconcile interests and not necessarily to punish 

anyone. 

• Accountability: Introducing a clear record-keeping mechanism in the revised bylaw for 

cases and sanctions applied at all levels will bring greater transparency to the process and 

enable the collection of macro-data for future policy interventions. 

 

2.6 Incentives 

Art. 13 speaks very vaguely of rewards for participation in the co-management efforts. In addition, 

currently one of the key incentives to the implementation of the co-management bylaw is related 

to the revenue sources listed in art. 15 and the benefit-sharing from fining (art. 16). Nevertheless, 

there is no recording of what effectively happens to the revenue collected through fining at village 

level and the bylaw fine distribution has not been reported to be followed for cases that go to 

District and Provincial level. Considering these issues and the unreliability of the sanction system 

outlined in Chapter 2.6, the current model of incentives has not proven to be effective. 
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Furthermore, interviews have pointed towards the possibility of generating incentives in less 

conflicting and more reliable ways. In light of these observations a few suggestions are made 

below: 

• Link to local development assistance: Successful implementation of the co-

management at village level (measured through VCMC reports, meeting data, participation 

of villagers in monitoring efforts, successful patrols, etc.) could be tied to receiving 

additional local development incentives, possibly from other initiatives and governmental 

programs.  

• Governmental recognition rewards: Some interviewees suggested including in the 

bylaw concrete recognition mechanisms for excellence in village level co-management 

activities and efforts via certificates and medals to be handed out by the District. This is 

reported to be done for other activities carried out at village level, such as household 

surveys, and would be more tangible than the current provision of art. 13. 

• Conservation agreements: Agreements linking specific biodiversity conservation 

projects to livelihood incentives provided by the government/supporters (for example 

through in-kind support) could complement the incentives package. 

 

2.7 Bylaw Scope 

The bylaw touches on many different aspects of the co-management, some interviewees 

questioned if all the aspects contained in it necessarily would have to be in there. Further, although 

the content of the original bylaw has been carefully considered and planned, interviews have 

shown that it seems to be somewhat too detailed for complete appropriation by villagers (and the 

suggestions made in the items listed in the sections above would probably even expand certain 

articles). Thus, the following suggestions can be made on the content scope: 

• Overall review: The question “What must be in the bylaw for it to achieve its purpose?” 

should be discussed by stakeholders during a bylaw review. Since the bylaw’s main 

function is to regulate the co-management at village level, its core content should relate to 

the village co-management structure, mandates and decision-making processes. Many 

details currently in the text could thus be put aside, since they are either already regulated 

elsewhere or do not need to be incorporated into a bylaw to be followed. Additionally, 

removing content that is not essential and might need to be changed in the near future 

would give the bylaw the needed flexibility to accompany the constant evolution of the co-
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management dynamics. Although such information is also very relevant, it could be made 

available to the villagers through different mediums than in the bylaw. 

• Sections that are already regulated elsewhere: permitted/prohibited activities in each 

zone; wildlife categories; lists of sanctions; etc. 

• Section that do not need to be incorporated into a bylaw to be followed: details 

regarding what happens during a patrol; generalities related to the importance of 

conserving nature; etc. 

 

2.8 Language 

Four key recommendations can be made regarding the language: 

• Conciseness: The use of more concise language can eliminate ambiguity and keep the 

document short even if new provisions are added. As an example, the second objective of 

the bylaw, “To encourage the local people who are connected to forest, natural resources, 

wildlife and aquatic to show ownership to manage the HNN NPA; protection and 

rehabilitation to increase the natural resources in the area for sustainable use. To raise the 

awareness of local people to be responsible with regard to the HNN NPA management. In 

addition, to ensure the existing natural resources of each village in the area for which they 

are responsible to remain fully intact with regard to biodiversity, ecosystems and natural 

resources which are of national, regional and global importance.” could be reduced to “To 

encourage local people to participate in the management of the HNN NPA; to raise 

awareness related to its protection and to ensure the continued existence of natural 

resources which are of national, regional and global importance.”.  

• Simplified language: Although very technical and refined language is common in Lao 

legal documents, the careful choice of common words that are more familiar to villagers 

will aid in appropriation by the targeted audience. Example: In art. 11.5, “ເປັນສາຍ” [as a 

link] is used to describe the act of villagers providing information for outsiders who intend 

to carry out illegal activity inside HNN. This phrasal construct is hard to understand for 

most villagers and could be replaced by expressions such as “provide information” or 

“being an informant”. 

• Referenced documents: Interviewees recommended to reference other regulations as 

least as possible without making them available, since often villager lack direct access to 

these documents. To address this issue, referenced documents could be added as 
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attachments and be updated by the DCMC when there are changes. The reference to the 

GIZ Project in art. 9.1.1.2 and 9.2.1.2 should also be removed. 

• Translation to other languages: It would be recommended to contract professional 

services to translate the reviewed bylaw into English and Vietnamese. Since every word 

matters in an official document, having the most accurate text possible in the three 

languages will avoid misunderstandings and confusion. 
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3. Recommendations on Process 
 

3.1 Stakeholders 

Stakeholders which should be engaged in the revision process include: 

Villages 

• Current members of VCMCs of all villages 

• Village rangers of all villages 

• Household representatives of all villages 

Government 

• District Governor of Boualapha 

• Provincial Governor 

• DCMC members 

• DAFO representatives 

• PAFO representatives 

• NPA Management Authority representatives 

• NPA Unit volunteers 

Other stakeholders 

• Lao Women Union representatives 

• Lao Youth representatives 

• Tourism providers 

• Other business representatives 
 

3.2 Procedure and Format 

Input was collected from interviewees on how the current bylaw was created and on the needs 

related to a revised version. Based on this, an initial suggestion for the revision procedure is being 

suggested.  

Using this report as a background document, the revision process should be kicked off with a 

DCMC meeting to formally evaluate and decide upon the revision of the bylaw. 

After that, time and effort should be concentrated in participatory consultation meetings at village 

level: villagers should be able to comment as much as possible and provide all input deemed 

important since they are the ones who will be implementing the bylaw. It would be recommended 

to use the current bylaw as a basis and only adjusting specific articles, for two main reasons:  

1. Considering that co-management is per se a continuously evolving process rather than a 

fixed state, it is expected for its basic arrangements to be subject to re-shaping and 
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improvement as the model matures. Conducting a review process prompting stakeholders 

to reflect on what can be enhanced is by definition an important part of the practice. 

2. Part of the stakeholders are already familiarized with the current format and section 

division of the bylaw and restructuring the whole document could send the wrong 

impression about the current bylaw, which is in itself a huge accomplishment and should 

be valued as such. 

The process of combining ideas, consulting and discussing and putting recommendations together 

is by its very nature an important exercise to raise awareness on conservation issues inside the 

community. Many interviewees recommended the use of facilitation services such as the one 

originally provided by the AFC consultancy to permit maximum participation of villagers. 

Afterwards, a DCMC meeting should be called to discuss the comments and suggestions made 

by the villagers, summarizing all input in a draft. At this stage, a lawyer could be engaged to 

prepare the final version which is concise and incorporates all discussed aspects. This draft would 

have to be submitted to the District Head’s Office and the Justice Department at Provincial Level 

for review. After this review and a renewed consultation round with villagers to seek endorsement 

of final draft, the District Governor would be able to stamp it (it remains to be clarified if the planned 

establishment of a Provincial Assembly in Khammouane might change the legal process and 

require an additional approval step).  
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Final Considerations 
 

It would be understandably ambitious for the stakeholders who will effectively be in charge of 

carrying out the review process to exhaustively incorporate all of the recommendations outlined 

above in a reviewed bylaw – and probably not even ideal.  

The recommendations should be viewed more as discussion starters rather than a definitive 

roadmap, considering that the most important voices to be heard on each and every of the topics 

should ideally be the villagers themselves. Unfortunately, due to accessibility difficulties caused 

by an exceptionally intense rainy season, it was not possible during the time frame of the present 

study to include their opinions and voices in the final report. Nevertheless, intense consultations 

in the 19 villages will ideally be a substantive part of the review process itself. Villagers are the 

ones tasked with implementing the bylaw and, along with other co-management stakeholders and 

governmental authorities, should feel comfortable with whatever is agreed upon.  

Any progress on some of the eight content topics outlined in Chapter 2 will already represent a 

substantial step forward in solidifying the co-management structure. The most challenging aspects 

likely to need special attention relate to the incentives for participation of villagers and the 

monitoring mechanisms at village level. Since local communities are still getting used to actively 

participating in the management structure, any review effort should keep in mind that the main 

purpose of the bylaw is to strengthen this engagement. In this sense, sometimes less changes 

can mean a higher approval and endorsement by villagers. 

Finally, there are two gaps in knowledge noticed during the present study that would merit 

additional research. The first is in respect to village customary law and self-regulations related to 

biodiversity (it was reported for example that villagers themselves prohibit fishing and NTFP 

collection in certain caves due to various reasons). Understanding in detail what rules are already 

followed and how they were developed can help advance co-management mechanisms that make 

sense for the villagers. The second issue relates to the interaction between national, provincial, 

district and local legal systems, in particular pertaining to the punishment of offenders of laws and 

regulations. 
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Annex 1 – Bylaw articles in light of other documents 
 

This Annex compares the provisions of the current bylaw to the content of the following 
documents (when relevant): 

• Co-Management Plan 2016-2020 (October 2015) 

• Law on Local Administration (47/2003) 
note: the law was amended in 2015, but no English version is available 

• Protected Areas Decree (134/GO/2015) 

• Forest Law (05/2018 draft) 
note: the law is currently under review, last available draft was considered 

• Wildlife & Aquatic Law (07/2007) 

 

ART. 1: OBJECTIVES OF BY-LAW  

SUMMARY OF PROVISION 

Four main objectives: 1) Regulate use and management of natural resources, identifying role and 

responsibilities of local people; 2) Encourage ownership, raise awareness & ensure environmental 

preservation; 3) Endorse rights/responsibilities of local people; 4) Disseminate the agreement 

reached on co-management. 

CO-MANAGEMENT PLAN 2016-2020 (OCTOBER 2015) 

Generally aligned with these objectives (intro and 9.1.1). 

LAW ON LOCAL ADMINISTRATION (47/2003) 

Lists among the duties of village heads: “to disseminate the government policies and laws to all 
people in the village; to educate, mobilise and encourage harmony and solidarity of the people; 
[and] to promote the people’s exercise of their rights and their compliance with their obligations” 
(art. 53.2) and “(…) to support the people in order to bring about more stable employment and 
sustainable livelihoods;” (art. 53.6). 
 

PROTECTED AREAS DECREE (134/GO/2015) 

The Protected Area Management Authority must encourage the involvement of people who settle 

up within and surrounding the Protected Areas in its management (art. 17). 

FOREST LAW (MAY/2018 DRAFT) 

The planning of conservation and protection areas to preserve trees, NTFPs and water resources 
must count with local people’s participation (arts. 26.3 & 27.23) 

WILDLIFE & AQUATIC LAW (07/2007) 

MAF collaborates and cooperates with concerned organizations to formulate the management, 
protection, and development strategy plan for wildlife and aquatic (art. 16). Local people are 
encouraged to participate in the development of wildlife and aquatic (art. 26). The Ministry shall 
collaborate with locals concerned in implementing tasks dealing with wildlife and aquatic life (art. 
55.7). 

ART. 2: SCOPE OF APPLICATION 
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SUMMARY OF PROVISION 

Implementation of bylaw by HNN NPA Management Authority according to objectives in Art. 1 

(Lao version refers to the area of the HNN NPA as area scope). 

CO-MANAGEMENT PLAN 2016-2020 (OCTOBER 2015) 

Specifically mentions the area of HNN as scope of co-management (foreword). 

LAW ON LOCAL ADMINISTRATION (47/2003) 

Art. 4 broadly mentions the authority and duty of local authorities to manage natural resources 

and the environment. Considering the whole of HNN and its 19 guardian villages are within the 

Boualapha District, the scope of the bylaw enacted by the District Chief is in conformity with the 

Law on Local Administration. 

PROTECTED AREAS DECREE (134/GO/2015) 

The Protected Area Management Authority is the entity responsible for scaling up and 
implementing the protected area strategic plan, policy plan and laws and regulations (art. 37). 
 

ART. 3: MANAGEMENT AND CONSERVATION 

SUMMARY OF PROVISION 

Individual, state and private organizations have an obligation to protect natural resources, 

especially forests, aquatic animals - wildlife, biodiversity and the environment. 

FOREST LAW (MAY/2018 DRAFT) 

Art. 7 contains matching content. 

WILDLIFE & AQUATIC LAW (07/2007) 

Art. 7 contains matching content. 
 

ART. 4: TERMINOLOGY 

SUMMARY OF PROVISION 

• HNN NPA: As established under Prime Minister Decree n. 164/PM 

• Total Protected Zone (TPZ): Consisting of the Nam-Khoum Wildlife Conservation Area 

and the Khoung Ka Ang Wildlife Conservation Area 

• Seasonal Protected Zone (SPZ): Areas of reproduction and wildlife refuges, such as 

Kuan Nong, Nong Bua, Kuan Phay, Pang Nien, and Japai, with an area of around 

13,888ha, are conserved from 1 July to 30 October. 

• Tourism Protected Zone: Tham Nam Lord Xe Ban Fai Cave, Kouan Ke and Phou 

Cheaung. 

• Controlled Use Zone (CUZ): All areas different from the above. 

• Wildlife and Aquatic Resources: All fauna. 

• Prohibited, Controlled and General Wildlife and Aquatic Resources: As in Category 

Lists 1, 2 and 3 [of Wildlife and Aquatic Law]. Please refer to section on art. 7. 

• Hunting: Catch, shoot, fish, kill, trap, bomb, poison and catch using electric devices. 
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• NTFPs: cane, root, flower, fruit, bark, oil, honey, mushroom etc. 

• Illegal activity: Any activity occurring without permission or approval. 

• VCMC: Co-management board at village level.  

• VCCMC: Co-management board at village cluster level. 

• Village patrolling unit: unit of village rangers focussing on monitoring and prevention. 

CO-MANAGEMENT PLAN 2016-2020 (OCTOBER 2015) 

• HNN NPA: As established under Prime Minister Decree n. 164/PM (1.1). 

• Total Protected Zone (TPZ): The TPZ is much bigger than the Nam-Khoum and 

Khoung Ka Ang area, comprising around 86% of the 82,000 ha of HNN as defined by the 

villagers (10.2). 

• Seasonal Protected Zone (SPZ): No reference is made to a seasonal protected zone. 

• Tourism Protected Zone: The possibility of further dividing CUZs into tourism zones is 

mentioned (9.8.1) but there is no mention to already existing tourism protected zones. 

• Controlled Use Zone (CUZ): The CUZ comprises around 86% of the 82,000 ha of HNN 

as defined by the villagers (10.2.3). 

• VCMC & VCCMC: Described as main form of community engagement (9.1.1).  

• Village patrolling unit: Village rangers and patrols are described (4.4.2) but no formal 

village patrolling unit is mentioned. 

PROTECTED AREAS DECREE (134/GO/2015) 

• Total Protected Zone (TPZ): Defined in art. 8.1 as a zone where there is an abundant 

habitat, living and breeding place of flora and fauna species. Within this zone is not 

allowed to operate forest business or to collect forest products. This includes the 

prohibition from entering into the zone, except for the case when it is determined in the 

forestry law. 

• Seasonal Protected Zone (SPZ): Not mentioned. 

• Tourism Protected Zone: Natural tourism sites are mentioned in art. 3.13 as areas with 

natural views and art. 24 allows the development of eco-tourism in such sites in 

Protected Areas. 

• Controlled Use Zone (CUZ): Zone in which local people are allowed to use timber and 

forest products based on the regulation and the allocated plan (art. 8). 

• NTFPs: All forest products except timber, including oil, rubber, leave, flower, bark, fruit, 

root, vine, tuber, mushroom, all kinds of parasitic plants and others. 

• VCMC & VCCMC: The Protected Area Management Authority takes a lead in 

collaborating with related parties, local authority, Village Cluster and Villages to 

regenerate the Protected Area (art. 20) and arrange dissemination (art. 23). 

• Village patrolling unit: Art. 19 determines the Protected Area Management Authority 

takes a lead in collaborating with related authority, local authority, Village cluster and 

Villages to set up a team in order to conduct inspections. 

FOREST LAW (MAY/2018 DRAFT) 

• Total Protected Zone (TPZ): Main habitat, feeding and breeding place for various wild 

animals and it is the place of diverse, dense and rare vegetation. It is prohibited to 

conduct any activities except for scientific researches. 

• Seasonal Protected Zone (SPZ): Not mentioned. 
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• Tourism Protected Zone: Not mentioned. 

• Controlled Use Zone (CUZ): Use of wood and NTFP harvesting is allowed according to 

the management plan (art. 74). 

• NTFPs: The harvesting of NTFPs on List I must be permitted by the Ministry of 

Agriculture and Forestry; the ones on List II must be permitted by the Provincial Office of 

Agriculture and Forestry and the ones on List III can be harvested sustainably depending 

on the season. For NTFPs species which are used as medicine specific regulations must 

be followed (art. 56). 

• Village patrolling unit: Art. 146 describes it as a right/duty of forestry officers to conduct 

patrols.  

WILDLIFE & AQUATIC LAW (07/2007) 

• Wildlife and Aquatic Resources: Art. 2 defines aquatic animals as species living in the 

water all or most of the time and wildlife are all species of wild animals. 

• Hunting: Catching, shooting, killing, hunting, chasing, trapping or other methods of 

hunting techniques (art.3.27) 

ART. 5.1: PROTECTED AREA MANAGEMENT 

SUMMARY OF PROVISION 

Management of the protected area covers all relevant and related issues, such as research, 

planning, tourism and infrastructure development. 

CO-MANAGEMENT PLAN 2016-2020 (OCTOBER 2015) 

All the topics above are mentioned in the co-management plan in varying detail. 

PROTECTED AREAS DECREE (134/GO/2015) 

All the topics above are mentioned in the decree in varying detail. 

FOREST LAW (MAY/2018 DRAFT) 

Activities related to forest management and principle, which match the ones in the bylaw, are 

defined in art. 14 and 17 respectively. 

ART. 5.2: ZONING  

SUMMARY OF PROVISION 

Divides the protected area into 5 different zones: TPZ (Nam-Khoum Wildlife Conservation Area 
and Khoun Ka Ang Wildlife Conservation Area), Seasonal Protected Zone (Kouan Nong Area, 
Nong Boun, Kouan Phaya, Phanungtok and Japai, conserved between July 1 and October 30), 
Tourism Protected Zone (Tham Nam Lord Xe Ban Fai Cave, Kouan Ke and Phou Cheaung) and 
CUZ (all remaining areas). 

CO-MANAGEMENT PLAN 2016-2020 (OCTOBER 2015) 

Section 9.7.2 states that CUZs can be further divided into tourism zones and other zones if 

needed. In the tourism zones the rules of the TPZ will count to ensure the safety of the tourists 

and to provide them with a maximum tourism experience with the possibility of wildlife sightings. 

PROTECTED AREAS DECREE (134/GO/2015) 
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Four types of zones are distinguished: Total Protection Zone (TPZ), Controlled Use Zone (CUZ), 

Corridor Zone and Buffer Zone (art. 8). 

FOREST LAW (MAY/2018 DRAFT) 

Four types of zones are distinguished: Total Protection Zone (TPZ), Controlled Use Zone (CUZ), 

Corridor Zone and Buffer Zone (art. 24). 

ART. 6: WILDLIFE/AQUATIC MANAGEMENT 

SUMMARY OF PROVISION 

Wildlife and aquatic resources are divided into I. Totally Protected; II. Controlled Use; and III. 

General Use categories. Please refer to details related to art. 7 of the bylaw. 

ART. 7: TYPE OF WILDLIFE/AQUATIC RESOURCES  

SUMMARY OF PROVISION 

Total protected: prohibited to be used in the HNN NPA except after approval and permission from 

high level for the purpose of tourism or scientific research. Controlled Use: for consumption within 

the family and can be used by permission from high level based on the season. General resources: 

used based on the local tradition, without endangerment (for business needs specific approval). 

WILDLIFE & AQUATIC LAW (07/2007) 

Wildlife/aquatic animals are divided into I. Prohibition category (use requires governmental 

permission, for educational research and breeding purposes only); II. Management category 

(controlled use, selected animal species in some areas and some seasons as 

household/customary hunt or catch); III. Common or general category (can be used in specified 

seasons and by using tools and equipment not harmful to the animals’ population). For categories 

II and III, catching/hunting for business purposes requires the permission from the Ministry for 

Agriculture and Forestry and the Agriculture and Forestry Division of the Province, respectively 

(art. 10-13, 24, 31-33). 

ART. 8: VCMC & VCCMC FRAMEWORK  

SUMMARY OF PROVISION 

The VCMC boards consist of 1 chief (elected), 1 deputy chief (elected), chief of village or vice, (#) 

village ranger representative, (#) village Women Union representative and (#) NTFP/tourism 

provider groups’ representative. The VCCMC boards consist of 1 chief (elected), 1 deputy chief 

(elected), the village cluster secretary or vice secretary (and deputy of VCCMC board?). The 

mandate of both VCMC and VCCMC runs for 3 years. 

CO-MANAGEMENT PLAN 2016-2020 (OCTOBER 2015) 

Refers back to the bylaw (9.6.2). 

LAW ON LOCAL ADMINISTRATION (47/2003) 

In general, participants in village administration meetings include the deputy head(s) of the 
village and heads of units and if necessary, representatives of concerned parties may be invited 
to attend (art. 55). Village meetings participants are the village head, the deputy village head(s), 
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the heads of units, and heads of families (art. 57). The law update of 2015 extends the mandate 
of village chiefs to 5 years [the author did not have access to the full 2015 updated law in 
English]. 
 

ART. 9: RIGHTS & DUTIES OF VC[C]MC’S 

SUMMARY OF PROVISION 

VC[C]MCs have the right to propose discussion meetings on co-management at village [cluster] 

level, to attend trainings, to cooperate with the HNN NPA staff to arrest & fine violators, sending 

the violator to district level and to terminate and report illegal activities to VCCMC within 24h. They 

have the duty to assist the NPA management and monitoring, disseminate information, prevent 

forest fires, protect against invaders, protect resources for sustainable use, protect against illegal 

access, report to VCCMC/DCMC and cooperate with the HNN NPA management. 

CO-MANAGEMENT PLAN 2016-2020 (OCTOBER 2015) 

Refers back to the bylaw (9.6). 

LAW ON LOCAL ADMINISTRATION (47/2003) 

In general, the role and functions of village administrations are to implement and manage the 

socio-economic development plans for the village, to protect and maintain security and public 

order, and to protect and preserve natural resources and the environment within the village (art. 

47). Regular village administration meetings shall be held once a month and shall be convened 

and chaired by the village head (art. 55). The agenda or topics to be considered and agreed upon 

in village administration meetings should include socio-economic and environmental development 

plans, proposals for the creation or abolition of units in the organisational structure for 

consideration by the government; consideration of investment projects and drafts of village rules, 

reports on activity implementation in the village, an annual report to the chief of district, and local 

defence and security of the village (art. 56). Village heads have the duty to implement the law and 

socio-economic development plans; to protect natural resources and the environment; to 

disseminate government policies and laws to villagers; to educate, mobilise and encourage 

harmony and solidarity of the people; [and] to promote the people’s exercise of their rights and 

their compliance with their obligations; and to regularly report to the chief of district, among others 

(art. 53). 

PROTECTED AREAS DECREE (134/GO/2015) 

The Protected Area Management Authority shall take a lead in collaborating with related authority, 

local authority, village cluster and villages to set up a team in order to conduct inspections (art. 

19). DFRM, PONRE and DONRE have the duty of inspecting and preparing case documents of 

trespassers who break the law in HNN NPA and send to the People Prosecutor Authority in order 

to sue in the court based on the justice procedure (art. 36, 37 & 38). Village Forest Units have the 

function of taking the lead in monitoring, inspecting, resisting and opposing the breaking of laws 

and regulations related to Protected Areas (art. 39). 

FOREST LAW (MAY/2018 DRAFT) 

Users of forest and forestland areas have the obligation to use all methods to prevent forest 

destruction, forest fires, illegal logging and NTFPs, illegal hunting of wildlife and aquatics animals 

(art. 97). MAF has the duty of inspecting the implementation of forestry laws and regulations (art. 
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105). The inspection of forests and forestlands includes the monitoring by people in general (art. 

110), but main duties pertain to the Forest and Forestland Inspection Organization and their 

forestry officers (arts. 111-115). 

WILDLIFE & AQUATIC LAW (07/2007) 

Individuals and organizations are obligated to take any necessary measures to prevent adverse 

impacts on wildlife and aquatic occurring in nature or manmade such as: pandemic diseases, 

hunting, illegal trade, habitat destruction and compromising the feeding resources of animals (art. 

7). Users of wildlife and aquatic have the obligation of taking measures to prevent illegal catching 

or hunting, trading and destruction of the animal’s habitats and report on information regarding the 

development and utilization of wildlife and aquatic and collaborating with the agriculture and 

forestry authorities as well as with the local authorities (art. 50). The inspection of wildlife & aquatic 

resources includes the monitoring by people in general (art. 58), but main duties pertain to the 

Wildlife and Aquatic Inspection Organ and their authorities of the wildlife and aquatic (arts. 60-62). 

ART. 10, 11, 12: PROHIBITIONS 

SUMMARY OF PROVISION 

Art. 10 - Prohibitions of VC[C]MCs and Local Institutions: The VC[C]MCs and local 

institutions shall not misuse the power for personal benefit, overuse it to negatively affect local 

people, abandon their responsibilities, produce unofficial documents, facilitate illegal trading, 

move or change demarcation signs, abuse the law, hunt and use illegal tool to destroy natural 

resources.  

Art. 11 - Prohibitions of Local People: Local people are prohibited to invade and destroy the 

NPA forest, hunt in any endangered ways, to hunt and possess protected wildlife, extract timber 

and NTPFs without permission, to help external people to hunt and invade the NPA and to 

disseminate secret information about the VCMC. 

Art. 12 - Prohibitions of Local Institutions, Individuals and Others: Local institutions, 

individuals and other are prohibited from overusing their power, misusing it for personal benefit, 

extracting timber, NTFP and hunting without permission and invading HNN without permission. 

FOREST LAW (MAY/2018 DRAFT) 

Art. 119-123 present similar lists of prohibitions. 

WILDLIFE & AQUATIC LAW (07/2007) 

Art. 52-53 present similar lists of prohibitions. 

 

ART. 13: REWARD 

SUMMARY OF PROVISION 

Who participates positively in the management of HNN will benefit from policies and receive praise 

from high level. 

CO-MANAGEMENT PLAN 2016-2020 (OCTOBER 2015) 

It is a core assumption of the plan that the co-management system is for the general benefit of its 
participants. 
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LAW ON LOCAL ADMINISTRATION (47/2003) 

Does not mention mechanisms of praise from higher level. 

PROTECTED AREAS DECREE (134/GO/2015) 

People permitted to use protected areas have a right to benefit from their involvement (art. 29). 

FOREST LAW (MAY/2018 DRAFT) 

One of the principles of protection, development and utilization of forests and forestlands is to 
ensure benefits to the organizations and individuals engaged in these activities according to the 
laws and regulations (art. 6). People engaged in forest regeneration activities shall benefit from 
promotion policies of the State, such as nomination, excellence award, recognize the rights to 
protect, benefit from NTFP utilities, carbon credit, and forest ecosystem services according to the 
regulations (art. 38). Individuals, legal entities and organizations that show outstanding 
performance in implementation of this law shall be commended with other rewards according to 
the regulations (art. 151). 

WILDLIFE & AQUATIC LAW (07/2007) 

Individuals, organizations or enterprises with outstanding achievement in the implementing this 
law receive the relevant incentives such as flattery and rewards accordingly with regulations (art. 
66). 
 

ART. 14: SANCTIONS  

SUMMARY OF PROVISION 

1) Violating co-management by-law: 

- 1st time; < LAK50,000 = warning at village level 

- 1st time; between LAK 50,000-LAK 500,000 = fined double the damage at village cluster 

level 

- 1st time or recurring; between LAK 500,000-LAK 5,000,000 = fined double the damage 

and sent to district level 

2) Penalty of violator: 

- Local people: 

o 1st time = fined LAK1,000,000 

o 2nd time = fined LAK2,000,000 

o 3rd time = Seizure of materials and transfer of docs to concerned authorities to be 

judged by the law 

- Lao external people: 

o 1st time = fined LAK1,500,000 

o 2nd time = fined LAK2,500,000 

o 3rd time = Seizure of materials and transfer of docs to concerned authorities to be 

judged by the law 

- Foreigners: 

o 1st time = fined USD500 

o 2nd time = fined USD1,000 

o 3rd time = Seizure of materials and transfer of docs to concerned authorities to be 

judged by the law 

3) List of fining on illegal tools and wildlife: see table in bylaw 
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CO-MANAGEMENT PLAN 2016-2020 (OCTOBER 2015) 

No specific mention to fine system, only refers to the bylaw (6.2.5). 

LAW ON LOCAL ADMINISTRATION (47/2003) 

No mention of sanctions at the local level. 

PROTECTED AREAS DECREE (134/GO/2015) 

No mention. 

FOREST LAW (MAY/2018 DRAFT) 

Art. 152 determines that violators of the forest law shall be subject to education, disciplinary 

measures, fine or punishment in accordance with the penal law (art. 306, 307, 308, 309 and 310). 

Art. 153 states that non-criminal violations which caused damage worth less than LAK 5,000,000, 

shall be subject to warning and educational measures if the illegal assets are returned (in case of 

civil servants or State employees, there are specific disciplinary measures described in art. 154). 

Violators causing damage worth more than LAK 5,000,000 will be fined the equivalent of three 

times the value of the damage caused, and in the case of a second or habitual violation, the 

offender shall be fined five times that value (art. 155). Art. 156 describes the civil measure of 

paying the compensation equal to the damage caused. Art. 157 refers to the Law on Criminal 

Litigation and the Penal Law (arts. 324-327) regarding criminal sanctions for crimes related to the 

forest law, such as cutting trees or clearing forest not in compliance with the forestry regulations, 

burning or destroying forest by any methods, harvesting NTFP not in compliance with laws and 

regulations etc. Finally, art. 158 establishes additional punishments such as confiscation of assets, 

revoking of permits and rights. 

WILDLIFE & AQUATIC LAW (07/2007) 

Violators of this law shall be educated, disciplined, fined or punished in accordance with the law 
(art. 67). If violation is not criminal and damage worth under LAK 200,000, violators shall “port 
their offences”, return illegal assets, be warned and educated (art. 68) – for civil servants and 
authorities, a special set of punishments is described in art. 69. Art. 70 sets the fine for violations 
incurring in damages over LAK200,000 at double the amount and for recurring violations at triple 
the amount for prohibition category, double in management category and same amount in 
common/general category. Art. 71 outlines penalties for criminal offences at 3 months to five years 
for major offences and minor offences at the same fines of art. 70. Criminal offenders shall also 
have their license/rights revoked or suspended. 
 

ART. 15: REVENUES 

SUMMARY OF PROVISION 

Revenue shall come from the HNN NPA Management Authority budget, fines, local 

confiscations, fees and services and donations. 

CO-MANAGEMENT PLAN 2016-2020 (OCTOBER 2015) 

Refers to the bylaw on this matter (9.6.4). 

PROTECTED AREAS DECREE (134/GO/2015) 
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Art. 32 specifies the contribution to funding from businesses/projects in protected areas 
(development projects such as hydropower plants and mines must contribute U$800/ha for area 
regeneration and U$2/ha/year for management of the area in that management; eco-tourism must 
contribute 1% of their revenue; film industry projects must contribute 1% of the project value, 
research projects must pay a fee as determined in specific regulation). 

FOREST LAW (UNDER REVIEW) (MAY/2018 DRAFT) 

Art. 48 determines the use of budget of the Forest and Forest Resource Development Fund in 
specific forestry activities mainly for Protection Forests, Conservation Forests and Production 
Forests. 

WILDLIFE & AQUATIC LAW (07/2007) 

Art. 27 states that the funds for preservation and protection of wildlife and are the same as funds 

for developing forestry and forestry resources, which is contributed from the national budget, 

from individuals, collectives, enterprises, organizations and from international organizations etc. 

ART. 16: BENEFIT SHARING FROM FINING 

SUMMARY OF PROVISION 

Fine amount is divided as follows: 15% to administrative work, 40% to actual implementations, 

20% to Village Development Fund, 5% to VCMC. 

CO-MANAGEMENT PLAN 2016-2020 (OCTOBER 2015) 

Refers back to the bylaw (9.6.4). 

LAW ON LOCAL ADMINISTRATION (47/2003) 

Does not mention fine amount allocation or stakeholders’ authority to determine fine distribution. 

PROTECTED AREAS DECREE (134/GO/2015) 

Does not mention fine amount allocation or stakeholders’ authority to determine fine distribution. 

FOREST LAW (UNDER REVIEW) (MAY/2018 DRAFT) 

Does not mention fine amount allocation or stakeholders’ authority to determine fine distribution. 

WILDLIFE & AQUATIC LAW (07/2007) 

Does not mention fine amount allocation or stakeholders’ authority to determine fine distribution. 

 

ART. 17: IMPLEMENTATION 

SUMMARY OF PROVISION 

Implementation of the bylaw is done by the VCMC and VCCMC. 

LAW ON LOCAL ADMINISTRATION (47/2003) 

According to art. 46, the role and functions of each village administration are to implement and 
manage the socio-economic development plans for the village, to protect and maintain security 
and public order, and to protect and preserve natural resources and the environment within the 
village. 
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ART. 18: EFFECTIVENESS 

SUMMARY OF PROVISION 

The bylaw is valid upon signature of the district governor. 

LAW ON LOCAL ADMINISTRATION (47/2003) 

Art. 2 explicitly delegates responsibility to the local administration authorities to manage natural 
resources (it is however not clear if the authority extends to the provision of fines and penalties). 

Annex 2 – Interview Index & Guide 
 

Interviews were carried out between 26 July and 21 August 2018. 

Name (alphabetical order) Position & Organization 

Mr. Bounyor Phounsavanh Head of Boualapha District Military and DCMC Member 

Mr. Dirk Euler Development Advisor for Biodiversity Conservation at 
GIZ HNN Project 

Mr. Kamphou Boudsaly District Agriculture and Forestry Office and DCMC 
Secretary Unit Deputy 

Mr. Khamhou Vongphachanh  Head of District Agriculture and Forestry Office and 
DCMC Member 

Mr. Khamlar Thavisouk Volunteer of the HNN NPA Management, 
Research/Patrolling Unit 

Mr. Khanthalangsy Sayyalath  Deputy District Governor of Boualapha and DCMC Head 

Mr. Lamphong Saysomboun Head of Rural Development Office at the Boualapha 
District Agriculture and Forestry Office  

Mr. Martin Lenk UNESCO World Heritage Specialist at the Lao Ministry 
of Information, Culture and Tourism 

Ms. Nidthaya Vongsith Volunteer of the HNN NPA Management Authority, 
Outreach Unit  

Mr. Nitpakone Sisoulasack National Advisor for Biodiversity Conservation at the GIZ 
HNN Project 

Mr. Thanousone 
Homsisombath 

Vice Director of the HNN NPA Management Authority 

Mr. Thomas Wiedenmann Development Advisor for Area Management and 
Livelihoods at the GIZ HNN Project 

 

Interview guide 

Respondents were informed at the beginning of the interview about the aim of the research and 

anonymity issues. Interviews were carried out in a semi-structured format following the interview 

guide below (questions adapted to each interviewee):  

Work Context 

• Please tell me a bit about the department/office/unit you work in. 

• Please tell me a bit about your job. 
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Patrols 

• What is the role of [participant] during the mixed patrol? 

• What happens when hunting/NTFP collection is spotted during a patrol? 

• Who participates in the law enforcement process? 

• Did the patrol structure change over time? 

• Do patrols differentiate between TPZ and CUZ? What is different? 

• What are the main challenges of the patrols? 

• What is the relationship between village rangers and villagers in general? 

• How do village rangers coordinate with other stakeholders? 

Monitoring and law enforcement 

• Are villagers aware about what they can or cannot do in the HNN? 

• What happens if a villager spots an illegal activity outside of patrol? 

• What should happen if a villager spots an illegal activity outside of patrol? 

• In general, who/which committees/entities participate in the law enforcement process? 

• How is the penalty/amount of fine decided for each infraction? Who takes part in this 

decision? 

• What happens to the money collected? 

Management at village level 

• What role do individual village households play in this governance structure?  

• What role would they ideally be playing? 

• Who are the traditional authorities inside a village in Boualapha? 

• How do the VCMCs work? What activities have VCMCs carried out? 

• Are villagers familiar with the VCMC? 

• How do village rangers participate in the HNN management at village level, and in other 

village activities? How could they participate in the future? 

• How does the system of village clusters (Khumbans) work, in general and for co-

management purposes? How is this going to change? 

Zoning 

• Do villagers know where the limit is between CUZ and the TPZ? 

• Do villagers know what the difference between the CUZ and TPZ are? 

• How does tourism fit into this zoning scheme? 

• Should certain rules also be followed in the area of the village itself (outside of HNN)? 

• How may the governance structure/processes in the bylaws interact with other land 

management initiatives? 

DCMC 

• How does the DCMC work in practice?  

• What are the tasks of DCMC members? 

• What are the tasks of the DCMC Secretariat? 

• What is the format of a DCMC meeting? What is usually on the agenda? 

• How does the DCMC communicate with villages nowadays? 
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• How should it be in the future? 

 

Bylaw 

• Please share general impressions about the bylaw. 

• Do [stakeholders such as authority, village head, villager, ranger] know about the bylaw?  

• Are stakeholders aware of their duties and responsibilities outlined in the bylaw? 

• What are the strong points of the bylaw? What are the weak ones? 

• What process was followed to develop the bylaw? Who participated in it? 

Review process 

• Would it be necessary to review certain parts of the bylaw? If so, which ones? 

• What should be the steps of a possible review effort?  

• Who should be involved in the review process? 

UNESCO 

• What are the main challenges to nominate HNN as a UNESCO World Heritage Site? 

• From a governance aspect, what responsibilities/processes have to be clearly defined to 

protect HNN in the long term? 

Open-ended question 

• Is there anything else that would be helpful for me to know? 

 
 


